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Abstract—This paper presents an integrated testing framework
for Internet of Things (IoT) systems based on the open-source
platform RIVER. Our objective is to leverage the existing
methods for guided fuzzing using AI techniques to test end-to-
end IoT deployed applications. The framework’s architecture is
defined first, along with its interface to the user application.
Then, the paper presents the technical details for leveraging
the concolic execution methods in testing IoT applications.
The testing architecture is modeled as a graph of connected
processes deployed on physical devices. The methods used extend
the capability of testing individual processes in isolation. The
proposed new framework enables the user to test the interaction
of processes as well as dynamic connections that could appear
during the deployed application at runtime.

Index Terms—IoT, testing, fuzzing, concolic, symbolic, deploy-
ment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) can generally be described as a
network of interconnected devices that enhance the functional-
ities of existing appliances by adding digital features or create
new applications by bridging low-level computing and sensors
with the Internet and the Cloud. As an emerging technology,
the security of computing is paramount for ensuring swift
adoption. A complex IoT system may involve a large number
of heterogeneous devices, connected over various networks
through a variety of protocols, which often transport sensitive
data. This rises the risk of malicious behavior and creates the
possibility for exploitation.

While there are no standard definitions for the architecture
of IoT networks, they share the following characteristics: a)
the entities, a wide variety of devices such as sensors or
actuators or both [1] b) the local network, which coordinates
and controls the “things”, e.g., a car’s Electronic Control Unit
c) the Internet, where the aggregated data is transformed into
information.

A typical pattern in IoT systems is a mesh of low-
functionality IoT devices, that are very good at doing one
(or a few) thing(s), that communicate with a trusted hub. Big-
tech companies are competing in the consumer-oriented IoT
applications of smart homes, by introducing products such as
Google Home Assistant, Amazon Alexa, or Facebook Portal.
The wide use of a small number of hubs that connect to easily
trusting personal devices makes them a lucrative target for
attackers [2].

Fuzzing is an automated testing technique that generates
a large number of inputs that are fed into a System Under
Test (SUT), to find crashes or vulnerabilities. The biggest
challenges in IoT fuzzing are efficient harnessing, or emula-
tion, of the IoT device to maximize the throughput of inputs,
and tuning the input generator of the fuzzer to have both
broad and deep coverage of the SUT. Currently, the state-of-
the-art architectures favor a “grey box approach” [3], which
means that the fuzzer is not creating entirely random inputs,
but guides the generation of test cases based on different
information gathered either dynamically, or statically [4] [5].

Due to the increasing amount of data generated by IoT
devices, edge computing is emerging as a solution that, by
placing intermediary nodes between the low functionality
device and the Cloud, can “offload the computational stress
away from the centralized data center, and can significantly
reduce the latency in message exchange” [6]. Adding a new
layer in the communication, increases the attack surface of the
IoT system, which could also gain the vulnerabilities of the
devices deployed in the middle level [7]. Our paper proposes
an improvement that can enable the tester to also include edge
devices test cases to further prevent vulnerabilities.

Given the new set of challenges these emerging technolo-
gies have, new approaches are needed to secure integrated
distributed systems. The novelty of our approach can be
summarized as follows:

• From our knowledge, this is the first paper that addresses
the problem of fuzzing end-to-end IoT deployed applica-
tions.

• We provide an open-source prototype implementation,
RiverIoT , to be used and tested by the community,
on top of our existing River framework https://river.cs.
unibuc.ro.

• RiverIoT is capable of performing fuzzing at three dif-
ferent levels:

1) the graph representing the IoT deployed application
(i.e., changing the nodes and edges inside the de-
ployed application)

2) each node’s level
3) interconnection of input/output nodes between dif-

ferent nodes and their communication (i.e., how a
node can be influenced by others producing its input
connection, or the communication channel between



them).
The paper is structured as follows. The next section
relates some previous work in the field that influenced
our methods or motivated our work. Section III describes
the input needed from the owner of an IoT application
to test it using our proposed framework. Section IV-C
defines the architecture and the proposed methods for
leveraging concolic execution and the guided fuzzing
techniques. Implementation details and simulation on
dedicated devices are also provided. Finally, Section V
gives our conclusions and future work plan.

II. RELATED WORK

Recent approaches to IoT security have concluded that fuzz
testing can detect real-life vulnerabilities in existing systems.
FIRM-AFL [3] is an IoT specific implementation that runs on
the AFL fuzzer. It leverages both user-mode emulation and
system-mode emulation to improve the efficiency of the test
throughput. It evaluates its implementation by testing against
existing datasets of Linux firmware and router devices. Input
is fed to the emulated device after the code is dynamically
instrumented by the fuzzer, however, due to the proprietary
nature of many devices, the instrumentation of the source
code is not always straight-forward. Other approaches, like
IoTFuzzer [8] tested the idea of mutating the messages of the
mobile app that the IoT device interacts with. Finally, AFLNet
[9] is an implementation of AFL that aims to specifically
find vulnerabilities in the way the software implements a
communication protocol. It leverages the fact that a poorly
implemented protocol could generate vulnerabilities.

Skyfire [10] is a data-driven seed generator for fuzz inputs
that uses the grammar of highly-structured inputs to mutate
well-formed seeds and improve code coverage. It confirms
that providing an input description can complement generic
fuzzers’ small-step mutations with big-step mutations based
on the grammar, not only a data-type. Grammar-based testing
is also the focus of Zeller and Gopinath’s “Building Fast
Fuzzers” [11], which optimize the production speed of fuzzed
valid inputs.

One of the main challenges of fuzzing IoT devices is the
hardware-dependence of the firmware. P2IM [12] proposes
a framework to overcome this limitation. Their framework
attempts to provide a plugin system that would enable off-the-
shelf fuzzers to continuously execute a firmware binary. P2IM
is generating a peripheral model based on the classification of
the registers accessed by the firmware, by watching the read /
write requests on registers. P2IM uses the QEMU 1 processor
emulator in order to access the memory-mapped registers.
This has a consequence on their initial off-the-shelf fuzzer
statement: in order to be able to plugin one’s fuzzer, the fuzzer
must provide QEMU integration. In their experiments, P2IM
uses TriforceAFL 2 to connect to the full system emulation
mode of QEMU. P2IM is a step in the right direction, but

1https://www.qemu.org/
2https://github.com/nccgroup/TriforceAFL

suffers from the lack of direct memory access and the fact
that it’s tightly coupled with the hardware layout of the system
under test.

HALucinator [13] challenges P2IM’s tightly coupled model,
and proposes a decoupling model between the hardware
and firmware of embedded systems. Based on the fact that
firmware developers regularly develop code using abstractions,
such as Hardware Abstraction Layers (HALs), HALucinator
proposes a framework that implements High-Level Emulation
(HLE), by implementing hooks for the HALs’ exposed func-
tions.

Industry-led efforts have initiated the development of IoT
I/O standards, like the MIPI general-purpose set of standards,
[14], or the ONVIF Profile M protocol for IP Camera commu-
nication in an IoT environment [15] both of which are, how-
ever, closed source, and therefore less available for academic
scrutiny. Phan and Kim have proposed a Gateway platform in
the context of smart home devices, that would allow a wider
range of interconnectivity between IoT devices, however, their
approach is rather white box, where the developer would
release a device profile to the tester, which would allow him
to access and understand the I/O structure of the device.

W3C proposes a standard model to describe the metadata
and interfaces of Things. Similar to our proposal, it is modeled
using JSON and can describe the I/O of IoT devices. Their
specification is normative, as it proposes a model that IoT
vendors should adopt, while ours is a model that tries to
describe specifications of existing devices. In a paper by [16]
which analyzed four IoT frameworks that facilitate building
IoT systems, they found that none of the frameworks they have
chosen allow the specifications of the hardware constraints that
their devices are expected to have, an aspect which is greatly
relevant in IoT where many devices have limited hardware
capabilities.

III. USER SPECIFICATION FOR USING THE RIVERIOT
FRAMEWORK

This section describes how the user must describe their IoT
system to be fuzz-tested by the RiverIoT framework.

A. Basics

We assume that the architecture of an IoT application has
an input/output connection specification that can resemble an
oriented graph G in the following way:
• the nodes (V ) are physical devices where each one has a

piece of binary software (process) deployed and running.
• the edges (E) are oriented from one node to another,

specifying where the output of one node will connect
to the input of its connecting node. Formally, each
node v ∈ V , has a set of incoming edges, Vin(v) =
{vin ∈V | (vin, v) ∈ E}, and outgoing edges, Vout(v) =
{vout ∈V | (v, vout) ∈ E}.

The graph G is considered as being dynamic at runtime,
with the ability to change either the nodes or edges. The
motivation for this structure is that during its runtime, an IoT
deployed application can dynamically change depending on



different conditions (e.g. adding or removing filters between
nodes depending on date/time, adding or removing connec-
tions to solve buffering issues in the system, etc).

We denote the full input and output buffers of a bi-
nary process deployed in a node v with Bufferin(v) and
Bufferout(v). Since a node v can have multiple connections
as inputs or outputs, these buffers are indeed an ordered union
of the buffers exiting/coming in from the connected nodes,
i.e. Bufferin(v) = ∪vin∈Vin(v)Bufferout(vin), respectively
Bufferout(v) = ∪vout∈Vout(v)Bufferin(vout).

B. Graph specification

Detailing the above definitions, a user must specify a com-
patibility graph Gtotal(V,E) containing the set of all nodes
and edges that can exist at any time during the IoT deployed
application. At any time, a subset of this graph G ∈ Gtotal

is actually used by the application, the unused set of nodes
and edges being considered as optional or unused at that
moment of the application. We believe that Gtotal structure is
not restricting the capabilities of deployment, since software
vendors need to have the overview image over the software and
hardware stack that can be deployed at any time. Of course,
during different releases the graph is allowed to change, and
our methods can adapt to this as well.

The user specification includes the following, with a visual
description in Fig. 1.
• The set of all nodes V and the binary process to be

executed on each, P (v),∀ v ∈ V .
• The set of no-dependency nodes Vinit, i.e. nodes that

are considered as sensors, data gathering processes which
should have no inputs connection coming in.

• For each node v ∈ V : the format of the input of
output buffers, Bufferin(v) respectively Bufferout(v).
By format we mean: the dimension of each, their sub-
components and individual lengths (e.g., the first part of
the input is a header image, the second is the image buffer
itself, last part is some user metadata for the image),
the dictionary of data comprising the buffer, and other
optional details that can help guide the fuzzing process
better. More technical details are specified in Section
III-C.

• The initial set of nodes Vr and edges Er that cannot be
replaced or removed from the architecture. The motiva-
tion for this is that, since our fuzzing method can modify
the connecting graph of the application, the user could
also specify a part (or totally) of his initial architecture
as fixed for the testing process.

C. Input specification description

We designed an example specification (Listing 1) that is
flexible enough to model a diverse variety of IoT systems. The
higher-level component of the specification is describing the
compatibility graph of the IoT nodes in the mesh. To minimize
the tester’s effort in building test scenarios, the specification
is minimally interested in the data types or protocols used for
data communication, assuming that ∀ vi ∈ V,∃vj , (vi vj) ∈ E.

A toy example of graph specification is presented in Listing
1.

{
"configuration-name": "Generic Network",
"iot-nodes": {

"1": { // Buffer description },
"2": { ... }

},
"io-edges": {

"1": {
"vout": 3, // Output node
"vin": 1, // Input node
"vout-buffer": 1, // Buffer id

sending the data
"vin-buffer": 2 // Buffer id

receiving the data
"edge-prob": 66

},
"2": {

"vout": 2,
"vin": 1,
"vout-buffer": 2, // Buffer

receiving the data
"vin-buffer": 1,
"edge-prob": 20

}
}

}

Listing 1. Compatibility graph specification example

The “iot-devices” parameter contains, for each of the de-
vices, both communication information about the device’s
buffers, and optional information that could improve a fuzzer’s
performance in testing a particular device.

Many IoT devices have multiple input and output buffers,
either from multiple sensors, or endpoints for communication
with other devices. The specification will contain all buffers
that are relevant to the testing scenario. Each input buffer will
be either fuzzed with an instance of the tester’s preferred
fuzzer, or it will receive input from another source, for
example, another device. An input specification example is
described in JSON format in Listing 2.

{
"device-name": "An IP Camera",
"optional": "false",
"class": "camera",
"buffers": {

"1": {
"token-delimitators": " ",
"protocol": "HTTP",
"protocol-setting": "http://192.16

8.0.112:8080/",
"buffer-tokens":
[{

"name": "Camera command",
"description": "Input that

selects command",
"token-type": "string",
"byte-size": 256,
"regex-rule": "", // Optional

parameter to guide fuzzer
generator

"optional": false



Fig. 1. Figure showing an example of a possible compatibility graph inside a user’s IoT application. An intuitive mapping to a practical application could be
the following: Nodes S0, S1, S2 could be sensor nodes that take inputs from video cameras, F0, F1, F2 are filter nodes that could optionally filter the image
if the user desires to depend on online switches, C is the central hub connecting all nodes, P0, P1 are considered processing nodes that could take the images
and process them in some way (e.g. detecting abnormal events in sequence of images/videos), and finally O1, O2 are nodes that output some results to a
graphical interface or to a logs database inside a server. The set of restricted nodes and edges are shown with continuous lines and circles, while discontinuous
means optional, i.e. Vr = {S0, C, P0, O1}, Er = {S0− > C,C− > P0, P0− > C,C− > 01}. The remaining nodes and edges as considered as optional,
and could be dynamically added to the graph at runtime depending on a user’s request or the source code triggering them. The set of no-dependency nodes
is composed by S0, S1, S2 .

},
{

"name": "Camera parameter",
"description": "Parameters for

the command chosen",
"token-type": "string",
"byte-size": 256,
"regex-rule": "[a-zA-Z]+=[a-zA

-Z0-9]+",
"optional": true

}]
},

}
}

Listing 2. Single device buffers’ specification

Buffer description
Parameter name Content description Opt. Default
token-
delimitators

Symbol that separates the
tokens of the input

No null

protocol Communication protocol
for the buffer

Yes -

protocol-setting If the protocol needs a
fixed prefix

No null

buffer-tokens:
name

Buffer name No null

buffer-tokens: de-
scription

Buffer description No null

buffer-tokens:
byte-size

Size of the token. It
can improve fuzzer perfor-
mance

No null

buffer-tokens:
regex-rule

Rule upon which the
fuzzer can generate input.
It can improve fuzzer
performance

No null

buffer-tokens:
optional

Can the fuzzer use null as
value for this input?

Yes null

TABLE I
DEVICE’S BUFFER DESCRIPTION

Table I provides a brief summary of the fields contained by
a buffer specification

Unlike previous approaches, like Phan and Kim (14) that
build a device profile for the entire IoT device, RiverIoT
requires only the I/O of the device that is subject to the tests,
enabling the tester to better target vulnerabilities.

Further work of this specification may regard designing
templates for communication protocols, that would allow the
tester to bootstrap the specification faster.

IV. METHODS USED FOR TESTING

Using the assumptions and user’s specification defined in
Section III-A, the RiverIoT framework can perform fuzzing at
a different level, as explained below.

A. Fuzzing at each node

For each possible node v ∈ V , our existing River platform
can be used to perform guided fuzzing in isolation, testing
each binary program that can be deployed on a physical
device. Several methods are describing this process [17].
The idea behind our previously studied methods is to apply
guided fuzzing using different AI methods (such as genetic
algorithms, reinforcement learning), with the possibility of
combining them with online symbolic execution, to obtain
as much code coverage as possible for the binary programs
under test, in a limited period of time. At this level, the
fuzzing process for a node v works by producing different
Bufferin(v) values, restricted to the user’s dimensions and
data dictionaries specification. The downside of this method
is that it could produce inputs that might not be feasible
to generate in a flow with normal conditions because of
the node’s dependencies in the graph connecting the system.
However, detected issues can still be valuable since they can
be used at a later time or in a different architecture of the
system.



B. Fuzzing the deployed graph architecture

There are three operations that can be used to fuzz the
deployed application at graph level, each with a probability
that can be set by the user
• Add or remove optional edges of the current graph, with

a probability of Pedge.
• Replace existing optional nodes with others fully com-

patible with the same interface, Prep.
The idea of fuzzing the graph is to simulate possible

interconnection between the nodes and their communication
protocols to catch issues that could appear only when nodes
(and the processes deployed on them) are communicating
together.

Other solutions that have already implemented protocol fuzz
testing can be implemented. Such an example is AFLNet - a
grey box fuzzer for network protocols. As a system is tested
with AFLNet, the received output is used to build a state graph
describing the SUT’s protocol types of responses. Out of the
box, it can detect vulnerabilities in the implemented protocol
of the device, but also, for each of the resulted types, some
outputs could be forwarded to the connected device in the IoT
system, increasing the breadth of the test cases. [9]

C. Leveraging concolic execution and AI guided mechanisms
for testing

Based on the River framework, RiverIoT implements the
fuzzing process using concolic (online) symbolic execution
[17]. The current implementation starts the fuzzing from
the nodes marked as inputs (in general sensors, e.g. nodes
S0, S1, S2 in Fig. 1) and applies concolic execution at the
processes deployed on them to try as many paths (finite
sequence of nodes connected in the network) as possible, in a
guided way. However, restricting the paths of those processes
could potentially leave behind some untested deep paths in the
graph. There are two ways to approach this issue, each with
its pros and cons:

1) Use concolic execution only at the starting (input) nodes,
mark the output buffer zones used for branching by the
next input node only, then fuzz that output area using a
genetic algorithm such as the one already implemented
in River, [18], or just modify it randomly according
to the provided data dictionary. This is indeed the
concept of getting as much possible state coverage in
a limited time along with code coverage too. While
it might not explore all possible paths in a collection
of interconnected programs, this method could at least
provide quick fuzzing and coverage when resources are
limited, or when the diameter (the length of the longest
shortest path) of the graph describing the IoT application
is high.

2) Use concolic execution at each node and propagate
the SMT (Z3) conditions from one node to the calling
parent. As an example, consider the connection between
nodes S0− > C− > O0 and that a certain input in
S0 (which becomes the input for C and later could

potentially influence the output of O0) will determine
a certain path P in O0. To increase the code coverage
with concolic execution, an algorithm must go along the
ordered set of branch points B = B1, B2, ...Bn inside
path P and find inputs that change the condition branch
points along with this. But this input is dependent on
the output of C, and then the output of S0 (Fig. 4). A
concrete toy example is presented in the listing below.
To get the assert code inside the program C, the input
coming inside C must contain value 4 on index 1. This
input coincides with the output obtained inside program
S0. To get value 4 on that particular location, the input
of program S0 must contain value 2 on index 0. Simply
asking an SMT solver to solve the union of conditions is
not enough, since program S0 must be driven first inside
the branches that modify the output within the desired
range. BufferOutput cannot be tainted because it is not an
input effectively, and cannot be modified independently
of BufferInput. A solution for this is to use concolic
execution as usual on S0, watch for branches that are
driving towards modifying the address memory range
occupied by BufferOutput, then simply ask in the end
the SMT solver (Z3 in our case) if there is any solution
to use the current obtained branch plus the condition
necessary for C as well.

{
a = BufferInput[0]
b = a + 1
if (b == 3)
{

BufferOutput[1] = 4;
}

}

Listing 3. Inside Program S0

{
if (BufferInput[1] == 4)
{

assert
}

}

Listing 4. Inside Program C

This is possible in practice, but it has some disadvan-
tages on graphs with a large diameter, since the number
of SMT conditions to generate the desired inputs /
outputs could grow exponentially. However, this method
typically should produce better, exhaustive testing if
physical and time resources are enough.



Fig. 2. A highlight of the network described in Figure 1 with labels for every type of device class (camera, filter, hub, processor) and probabilities of each
edge (Pe1 − Pe5) .

Fig. 3. Figure showing how the original communication flow inside the user’s application (left side) is transformed to make possible concolic execution inside
the RiverIoT framework (right side), along with testing the communication protocols capabilities.

Fig. 4. Figure showing how the SMT conditions propagate from an end node
to the input nodes.

Having concolic execution setup in place, various AI-based
methods can be used further to guide the testing process
towards obtaining better results in terms of code and state
coverage. These methods, as defined in [19], [20], [20],
[21], and already implemented inside our River platform, use
techniques such as genetic algorithms, deep neural networks
or reinforcement learning.

D. Implementation and simulation details

Considering the limitation of processes running on dedi-
cated hardware in IoT applications, our implementation pro-
posal moves the responsibility of handling taint analysis and
symbolic execution constraint solving to a component inside
the framework. Each node’s responsibility then remains to
execute the given input and give back the execution trace

which is analyzed by the framework. This is depicted in Fig. 3.
Also, the communication between devices is no longer direct,
but simulated with the same component inside the framework
to make sure that the communication protocols’ issues can be
tested. To run the processes on embedded devices, our next
plans are to use the mechanisms described in [13] and [12].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an integrated testing framework that
leverages a user-defined architecture of the IoT Network.
Using the exemplified specification, fuzz-testing can be ap-
plied not only to one device but also to a part or even an
entire network, enabling the detection of vulnerabilities that
manifest only when the entire system is tested. The proposed
specification is read by a testing system, which orchestrates
the fuzzing instances, and the devices under test. Because
the landscape of IoT devices is heterogeneous, it is important
that such a specification is as little as possible dependent on
the SUT’s architecture, and requires minimal effort from the
tester to set up and run their test cases. A proper interface
and intermediate layer must be provided to separate system
dependency. Thus, extensibility can be achieved to adopt a
variety of systems [22]. The proposed specification aims to
intermediate not only different devices but also the relationship
between the devices and the testing software.

However, to make a proper evaluation of the methods
presented and their tradeoffs our work in progress plan is to
create a dataset of toy examples by working closely with the



industry to get the usual patterns of IoT applications, the size
of the problems and input/output data.
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